Introduction
Radio signal recognition [1] plays an extremely crucial role in contemporary radar count measure, which has a cardinal step named feature extraction [2] and classifier design [3] . As the development of new style radar signal and complex of radar signal electromagnetism environment, radar signal recognition based on traditional feature parameters [4] would not afford the request, and a much more careful and effective feature is need for recognition.
Because traditional method [5] is always making utilization of external parameter of radar signal as feature parameter, so the researchers can only recognize regular radar radiation source signal and those radiation source signals [6] whose feature parameter exist as constants, and have a low successful recognition rate and even it useless to new style radar signals. Fractal theory [7] has been widely used in the fields like seismic wave detection and image processing, which can quantificationally describe the complex and irregular degree of signals. Hausdorff Dimension is a basic fractal dimension in the theory; however, as a result, it brings out difficulties in the calculation. So we often utilize Box Dimension as a method to measure the complex degree of signals. Compared with Box Dimension, relevant dimension can calculate the relevant of different sample points of signals' internal in order to measure the complex degree of signals. And what is more, relevant dimension is able to extract the character of radar signals much more accurately. After effective feature extraction of signals, the design of classifier is surely to have a direct influence on signal recognition effect. Up to now, main kind of classifier has been near neighbor classifier, Fuzzy Logic classifier and Support Vector Machines classifier and so on, and Decision Tree classifier and Neutral Net classifier is the commonest. Result from the advantage of high robustness , fault tolerance and adaptive to environmental change itself, NN classifier has been widely utilized.
This paper has extracted 4 kinds relevant dimension feature of radar signals and used Neutral Net classifier-BP Net to train the extracted feature in order to achieve the destination of recognition of various styles of radar signals.
Relevant Dimension Theory
Relevant dimension is an exception of multiple fractal dimensions. Here we would introduce the relevant dimension simply from another aspect-multiple fractal dimension. Multiple dimensions describe the feature of different layers of substance and discuss the statistical distribution characteristic of parameters. We cut the research subject into N areas(taking the linear degree as 1), and suppose the linear degree of the area i as We can get the relevant dimension when q equals to 2.
Neutral Network Theory
The BP Neural Network [12, 13] is one of the most important and popular techniques in the field of Neural Network, it is also a kind of supervised learning neural network, the principle behind which involves using the steepest gradient descent method to get any small approximation. A general model of the BP is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , there are three layers contained in BP Neural Network (BPNN): input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. Two nodes of each adjacent layer are directly connected, which is also called as a link. Each link has a weighted value presenting the relational degree between two nodes. Assume that there are n input neurons and using a training process described by the following equations to update these weighted values, which can be divided into two steps: 
Simulation Experiment and Analysis
Here we take 4 kinds radar signals which are FSK, PSK, LFM and CSF as signals for recognition, extract their relevant dimension characters and use the difference in the complex degree of different signals in order to recognize these 4 signals.
In the Figure 2 , we show the relevance curves of relevant dimension ln ln q eX of 4 signals when the SNR is 0dB 0 dB and 15dB separately. D . This experiment directly draws the relationship of ln q X and ln e separately as features of different radar signals and input the neutral net in order to train for recognition. Then, each signal has got a feature vector as recognition feature aiming at extracting more carefully the difference between various signals, which would be fantastic evidence to the following work of neutral net work.
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After extracting the relevant dimension of signals, we input the signals into neutral network which would train these signals and get successful recognition rate curve as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 2 suggests that we have got a better recognition rate when SNR is larger than -5db, and even a perfect 100% recognition rate. So, it has been testified that this radar signal recognition algorithm has got a terrific effect on classification based on relevance curve feature and NNs.
Conclusion
This paper has been exhibiting a radar recognition algorithm based on relevance feature and neutral network. Since the relevant feature extracted has a poor linear character, the paper gave out a new method to regard the points of relevance curves as feature vectors which are the input of neutral network. Simulation analysis shows that the method has got a perfect recognition effect, and a high recognition rate when SNR is larger than -5dB. Especially, this feature extracting method has a much more widely utilization in the circumstance of fickle radar style environment.
